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Abstract
In recent years, we have developed a Multi-Channel Algebraic Scattering
(MCAS) approach to study low-energy nucleon-nucleus scattering, resonance
phenomena, and sub-threshold spectra for medium-light nuclei. We have con-
sidered compound nuclei that are stable, or weakly bound, and have also ex-
tended the analysis to very unstable systems that are unbound with respect to
proton emission, namely, that are beyond the proton drip line. More recent de-
velopments concerned the application of the MCAS approach to the analysis




C. We have studied the





−) at 11 MeV excita-
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Λ
C, finding that it is driven mainly by the weak Λ-nucleus spin-orbit










C originate from couplings to the collective 2+ states of the core nuclei. In
both hypernuclei, our MCAS-based calculations suggest that there are addi-
tional low-lying resonant states in the Λ-nucleus continua. From the MCAS
approach one can extract also the full coupled-channel scattering wavefunc-
tion to be used in the calculation of various transition matrix elements. As a
first application, we have considered the EM-transition matrix elements for the
capture reaction of astrophysical interest: α + 3He → 7Be + γ.
1 Introduction





C. These systems are described in terms of a phenomenological Λ-light mass nucleus interaction
which explicitly couples the hyperon to the collective low-lying states of the ordinary nuclear core. The
phenomenological character of an appropriate Λ-light mass nucleus interaction was established in recent
reviews of hypernuclear theory and experiments [1–3]. Essentially it has a central depth of ∼ 30 MeV
(with a Woods-Saxon form) and a spin-orbit attribute considerably weaker than that of a nucleon-nucleus
interaction.
We do not investigate the microscopic origin of such model interaction, since this would re-
quire a folding made to deduce Λ-nucleus (optical) potentials from some specific Λ-nucleon effective
force model. This would be similar to the nucleon-nucleus optical-potential model constructed by g-
folding [4], which combines detailed nuclear structure information with NN effective interactions that
have central, two-body spin-orbit, and tensor components, with the results being a very non-local, energy
and medium-dependent optical potential that has central and spin-orbit character.
We employ the MCAS approach to particle-nucleus structure and scattering [5] since it emphasises
the couplings of single-particle dynamics with low-lying collective excitations of the ordinary nuclear
core. The current role of these studies is to analyze bound and resonant spectra to support and interpret
experimental investigations. When the effects of the Pauli principle were incorporated in nucleon-nucleus
dynamics, the method has been shown to describe, consistently, the bound and resonant spectra of normal
(zero-strangeness) light-mass nuclei [5–8]. Starting with the properties of spectra of non-strange nuclei,
we consider the modifications to the Hamiltonians in MCAS that are required to describe hyperon-
nucleus dynamics. In particular, we analyze low-lying level structures of two p-shell Λ hypernuclei
with regards to the structure of the hypernuclear doublet levels. We consider splittings that have been
measured recently and, as well, find level structures that are just above the Λ-nucleus scattering threshold.
Perhaps they may be observed in future experiments.
As a second application of the MCAS method, we consider the 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction cross sec-
tion at astrophysical energies. The model Hamiltonian is based on a simplified 2-cluster model. The
energy-dependence of the calculated astrophysical factor reproduces the experimental situation fairly




Most of the recent work on 9
Λ






+ [1, 3, 9, 10]. These states are all of positive parity and therefore herein we also
consider only the positive-parity spectrum. However, we should mention that extensive theoretical work
has been done in the past on low-energy negative-parity states for this system; the relevant details are
omitted herein for brevity.
To describe the Λ-8Be system we applied scalings to a previously determined n-8Be Hamiltonian,
adjusting the parameter values by reducing the central potential by 30%, reducing the interaction radius
by 10-20%, and reducing the spin-orbit strength by an order of magnitude. In dealing with n-8Be, an
appropriate OPP term had been included in the nucleon-core Hamiltonian [11], since the deeply bound
s states are already occupied by the core nucleons. However, when considering the hyperon-nucleus
system, these OPP terms are removed since the hyperon is distinguishable from the nucleons and access
to the deeply-bound orbits is not suppressed by Pauli exclusion.
Small adjustments were then made to give best results. The final values of the coupled-channel
potential parameters are given in Table 1. In this Table, we consider two sets of parameters, one with
the onset of a small spin-spin component of the interaction (‘Case 2’). In Table 2, we give the spectrum
Table 1: Strengths of the Λ-8Be interaction with R = 2.3 fm., a = 0.65 fm., and β2 = 0.7
Case 1 Case 2
V0 (MeV) −26.4 −26.4
Vℓs (MeV) 0.35 0.35
VsI (MeV) 0.0 −0.1
calculated with the MCAS approach and the two sets of parameters given in Table 1. We report the
experimental binding energy of 9
Λ
Be as determined from emulsion data [12], but have also indicated in
brackets the additional, newer value obtained by the E336 experiment at KEK (see Ref. [2]). While




C agreed well with the KEK-experiment results, there was significant
disagreement between those regarding the 9
Λ
Be ground-state binding energy, with the reason for this
disagreement not known. Also, we consider for comparison shell-model results. These results [13] were
obtained by considering not only the ΛN and ΣN interactions but also the ΛΣ coupling. The Λ was
assumed to be in the 0s orbit while the nucleons were assumed to be in the 0p-shell. Comparison with
the bound-state spectrum obtained from MCAS is quite good.
It is interesting to observe that we get the correct size of this fine splitting between these two states
with a simple phenomenological model consisting only of a central and a spin-orbit potential (‘Case 1’







Table 2: The positive-parity spectrum, in MeV, of 9
Λ
Be. The columns labelled ‘Case 1’ and ‘Case 2’ refer, respec-
tively, to calculations made without and with the spin-spin term in the potential. The spin-spin strength, Vs·I , was
−0.1 MeV. The widths of resonant states are given in brackets. Comparison is also made with the results of a shell
model calculation [13], where the ground state binding energy has been set to the measured value for comparison.
Jπ Exp. [10] Case 1 Case 2 Shell Model [13]
7
2
+ −− 4.791 (4.1 keV) 4.92 (4.9 keV)
9
2
+ −− 4.788 (4.4 keV) 4.68 (3.8 keV)
3
2
+ −3.64 −3.70 −3.63 −3.66
5
2
+ −3.69 −3.65 −3.70 −3.71
1
2
+ −6.71 (−5.99†) −6.73 −6.73 −6.71
† This value result was found from a 1998 experiment [2] (see the discussion in the text).








to be the less bound of the pair.
To achieve the correct level ordering requires the introduction of a small spin-spin contribution in
the Λ-8Be phenomenological interaction (‘Case 2’). This need is evident by considering the variation
with deformation of the binding energies of the two positive-parity states in question. This is shown in














sI = -0.1 MeV
3/2+
5/2+








sI = 0.0 MeV
Fig. 1: The binding energies of the Jpi = 3
2
+ (solid curves) and Jpi = 5
2
+ (dashed curves) states in 9
Λ
Be with
variation of the deformation parameter. The horizontal lines denote the experimental values of the two states.
interaction strength (Case 1), the splitting of the states is small but with the 3
2
+
state always the more
bound of the pair. In contrast are the results when the spin-spin interaction strength is finite though small
as shown in the top panel of the figure. Now the 5
2
+
state is always the more bound of the pair. The
actual size of the splitting varies slightly with the deformation but more so with the value of VsI .
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At 4.7 MeV above the scattering threshold, we predict two additional positive-parity states (reso-
nances). These are formed by coupling the 4+ state in 8Be with a Λ in the s 1
2
state. The widths of these
resonances shown in brackets in Table 2 were calculated assuming that the 8Be-core 4+ state has zero
width. If we consider the α-decay probability of this 4+ level, then the widths reported in the table can




The 13C (and 13N) systems have been studied extensively using the MCAS approach [5, 6, 11, 16, 17].
Good reproduction of the low-lying spectra, sub-threshold and resonant states, and of the elastic scatter-
ing cross-section and polarization data have been obtained with a relatively simple model Hamiltonian.
Here, we consider application of MCAS for the Λ-12C system. Similarly to the previous 9
Λ
Be case,
we start with the depth of the Λ-nucleus optical potential which is is about 2
3
that of the standard nucleon-
nucleus one. The spin-orbit strength also is much smaller, an order of magnitude smaller than that of the
corresponding nucleon-nucleus system. Additionally, the potential radius is ∼ 15 − 20% smaller than
used for the n+12C system. Starting from that set of parameter values, we have tuned the coupled-channel
potential interaction to the description of the known spectrum. The resultant final potential parameters
we have used are listed in Table 3. Again, the parameters identified as ‘Case 1’ were those we found
Table 3: Strengths of the Λ-12C interaction with R = 2.6 fm., a = 0.6 fm., and β2 =-0.52
Case 1 Case 2
pi = −1 pi = +1 pi = −1 pi = +1
V0 (MeV) −28.9 −30.4 −28.9 −30.4
Vℓs (MeV) 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
VsI (MeV) 0.0 0.0 −0.1 −0.1
with the spin-spin interaction strength set to zero, while those defined as ‘Case 2’ had the small spin-spin
interaction strength listed. The parities of the channel interactions are designated by pi = ±1.
Table 4: Spectra of 13
Λ
C with energies in MeV. Nomenclature is as for Table. 2. The shell model results are those
received from Millener [18].
Jπ Exp. [19] Case 1 Case 2 Shell Model [18]
1
2
− −−− +4.65 (0.21 MeV) +4.66 (0.23 MeV)
3
2
− −−− +4.64 (0.22 MeV) +4.63 (0.21 MeV)
5
2
− −−− +4.28 (1.0 keV) +4.31 (1.0 keV)
7
2
− −−− +4.17 (1.0 keV) +4.14 (1.0 keV)
3
2
− −−− +3.10 (0.1 keV) +3.15 (0.1 keV)
5
2
− −−− +3.05 (>0.1 keV) +3.02 (>0.1 keV)
1
2
− −0.708 −0.74 −0.74
3
2
− −0.86 −0.89 −0.89
1
2
+ −−− −4.12 −4.12
3
2
+ −6.81 −7.177 −7.08 −6.22
5
2
+ −6.81 −7.178 −7.24 −6.19
1
2
+ −11.69 −11.68 −11.68 −10.95
Four state energies have been observed and they are listed in Table 4 in the column labelled ‘Exp’.
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states is not resolved as yet. The theoretical spectra, however,
contain a richer structure as shown by the results listed under the ‘Case 1’ and ‘Case 2’ columns in the
table. Both model calculations predict a 1
2
+ bound state at 4.12 MeV below threshold. As the spin-spin
interaction has no effect upon its excitation energy, this state corresponds to an s 1
2
-Λ coupled to the
0+
2
state at 7.65 MeV in 12C, which is an highly exotic state as it corresponds to the coupling of the
hyperon to the superdeformed Hoyle state. This state is not predicted by the shell model [18], as the
0p-shell model of the underlying structure of 12C cannot predict the Hoyle state. The ground state and
low-lying spectrum from the shell model for 13
Λ
C, however, agree generally well with the predictions
from MCAS. The 1
2
+
state we expect at 7.56 MeV excitation in 13
Λ
C has been placed much higher in
excitation (12.2 MeV) in the cluster model evaluations [20]. That is due to the strong state dependence
of the Λ-nucleus interaction, found by s-wave folding in that model [21]. We have still to wait for more
detailed experimental investigations of that spectrum to decide whether it is a strong state dependence
effect or simply the extremely weak natural excitation of the second 0+ from the ground state of 12C that
explains the position of a second 1
2
+
state in the spectrum of this hypernucleus. Note that a similar state
has been predicted by MCAS calculations of n+12C to be in the spectrum of the non-strange 13C. That
state has spin-parity Jπ = 1
2
−
, lies 2.68 MeV above the scattering threshold, and though unobserved, is
partner to a mirror state [6] of such structure in 13N at 6.97 MeV above the p-12C threshold. That is 1.3
MeV higher than where a Jπ = 1
2
−
state has been observed in 13N.
Additionally, a set of six odd-parity states of 13
Λ
C are predicted to be just a few MeV above the
scattering threshold. They are states formed by coupling of a p 3
2
- and of a p 1
2
-Λ with the 2+
1
state in 12C.

















−) of states. Deformation and spin-spin effects then break
those degeneracies and mix states of like spin-parity. Since these six states are embedded in the Λ-12C
continuum, they are resonances and their widths are listed (in brackets) in Table 4. These resonance
states are very narrow save for the doublet of 3
2
−|3 and 12
−|2 resonances. We have also calculated the
corresponding excitation function, assuming a low-energy Λ-12C elastic scattering process.





− levels, observed respectively at
10.98 MeV and 10.83 MeV above the ground state [14]. We note that there is also a very small splitting






, at the excitation energy of ∼4.88 MeV. Our exploratory






states was found to be 152 ± 54 ± 36 keV. The splitting of the more bound positive-parity states
has not been determined quantitatively to date.
The results of an analysis of parameter variation on these splittings is presented in Fig. 2. In this
figure with basic parameter values of β2 = −0.52, VsI = −0.1 MeV, and Vℓs = 0.35 MeV, variation
of the deformation parameter (with the other two parameters held fixed) gave the results depicted in the
top panel. Likewise with the other two parameter values fixed, variations of the state energies with the
strengths of the spin-spin and of the spin-orbit interactions are shown in the middle and bottom panels,
respectively. We first notice that both splittings have only a weak dependence on the β2 parameter value,






states vary by 600 keV over the range of β2
chosen. The splitting of the two odd-parity states has essentially no dependence upon the spin-spin (VsI )
coupling, thus indicating that origin of the splitting of those negative-parity states is almost solely the





+) levels is dominated by
the VsI coupling that links with the excitation of the 2+1 (4.43 MeV) state in 12C. The middle panel of
Fig. 2 shows that there is no splitting of the positive-parity doublet for VsI = 0, with a linear trend for
small non-zero values. But the 5
2
+
state is more bound than the 3
2
+
one for negative values of VsI . Over
the range of VsI strength shown, the splitting of the negative-parity states changes little, while that of the
positive-parity states changes by 300 keV. Finally we show the effect of the spin-orbit interaction terms
in the bottom panel. With variation of this strength, the positive-parity doublet splitting is essentially
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Fig. 2: MCAS values of the two level splittings in 13
Λ
C with respect to changes in the 12C quadrupole-deformation
parameter β2, in the spin-spin hyperon-12C coupling interaction, and in the spin-orbit hyperon-12C coupling inter-
action.
unchanged, as are the individual state binding energies. This is expected since the states involve coupling
of an s 1
2






− depends linearly with Vℓs, suggesting
that this splitting is entirely generated by a spin-orbit effect.







states. Using the experimental information of a 152 keV splitting for the two odd-
parity levels, we settle upon a Λ-nucleus spin-orbit strength of 0.35 MeV. We also conclude that the
current knowledge of experimental spectra is insufficient to assess any importance of the Λ-nucleus VsI
coupling in 13
Λ






+ level splitting we considered the 9
Λ
Be system for which
accurate experimental information on the splitting of such levels has been obtained [2]. That information
leads to a significant constraint on the VsI coupling.
4 The α + 3He → 7Be + γ reaction
In evaluation of radiative-capture reactions, we have to determine the (matrix-like) scattering wave func-
tion for bound and continuum states. In the case of the initial continuum state, this can be rewritten in
closed form in terms of regular (FL), irregular (GL), and outgoing (O(+)L ) Coulomb functions, and a
matrix-inversion operation. This matrix inversion in the wavefunction expression retains all the resonant
and nonresonant nuclear structures relevant for low-energy capture and remove the need of formalisms
(like R-matrix) which merely parametrize known resonances. The electro-magnetic (EM) operator of
single-photon emission is constructed via a generalization of the Siegert theorem, which provides the
amplitude of the electromagnetic process in an explicitly gauge-independent way. A multipole decom-
position of the relevant Electric and Magnetic transition matrix elements and the corresponding results
is given in Refs. [22, 23]. Theoretical results are compared in Fig. 3 with recent LUNA data as well as
with other data sets (full list is given in Ref. [22]). Our results reproduce satisfactorily the energy depen-















LUNA, PRL 97 (2006) 122502
theory
Fig. 3: Total cross section of 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction.
5 Summary and Conclusions





The theoretical approach emphasises the single-particle motion of the hyperon in the mean-field of the
ordinary nuclear core, which is however coupled to its own low-lying collective motions.
The phenomenological hyperon-core potential was constructed from the ordinary nucleon-core
potential by removing Pauli-blocking effects, making a 15-20% shrinkage of the radius, using a 2
3
reduc-
tion of the strength of the central potential, and reducing drastically the spin-orbit potential. However,
the coupling of the single hyperon with the collective motion of the core is rather important in defin-
ing the hypernuclear spectra. The deformation parameter is essentially that required in the associated
nucleon-nucleus dynamics.
From the recently observed fine splitting of the excited hypernuclear spectra for these two nuclei,









C is dominated by the Λ-core spin-orbit interaction. This
splitting is largely insensitive to other factors such as the deformation of the core or other spin-dependent











C have a different dynamical origin; namely, the coupling of the s 1
2
-Λ single-particle motion with
the 2+ collective excitation of the core. As it involves an s-wave Λ-particle, it is independent of the spin-
orbit interaction. While this splitting varies slightly with the deformation of the core, it is most sensitive
to the coupling of the s 1
2
Λ single-particle motion with the 2+ collective excitation of the core through





+) splitting in 9
Λ
Be enabled us to
determine the sign and strength of that spin-spin interaction. With the same strength for the spin-spin
component taken for the 13
Λ







Using the scattering properties embedded in the MCAS scheme, with the interaction potential
so determined by the measured hypernuclear low-lying levels, we expect there to be resonant states in
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both hypernuclei at low excitation energies. The centroid energies and widths of those resonances we
anticipate to be rather more sensitive to the deformation in these systems.
We have also outlined the theoretical scheme to apply the MCAS approach to radiative capture,
following Refs. [22,23]. We have considered in particular the radiative-capture reaction α + 3He→ 7Be
+ γ, which can be reasonably described with a two-cluster model. Our model calculation tests the feasi-
bility of radiative-capture calculation within the Hamiltonian-type MCAS scheme and the construction
of EM operators that are explicitly gauge independent.
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